We predicted that Ragin Cajun was going to be a BREED CHANGER
and has he ever lived up to our bold expectations with his first few calves.
Ragin has that special look about him that is supported by a great pedigree
with his paternal grandsire Dream On being the most dominant & profitable
Simmy bull to come along in a long time. His dam is an own daughter of the very
popular LM Full House who is the 2004 International Grand Champion & one of the
best Simbrah Ambassadors ever made. For just $500 for a breeding share of ten units,
Ragin can also get the job done for your program. MIL GRACIAS to these
breeding share investors – RGV Cattle, Blas Saenz, La Morra,
La Blanquita and the Dave Onstot family.
6GLMC Ragin Cajun moderates, adds muscle, earlier
puberty, correctness, bone, length, extension, width,
depth, color, pigment, numbers, do-ability, a great hip and
gives his calves his own special look. Take a good look at the
champion 6GLMC Pappadeaux who at an honest ten months of
age looks like a two year old. Simbrah needs quicker maturing cattle
and the Ragin Cajuns are getting the job done !!
Pappadeaux is what the future is all about - FUNCTION !! We
plan to use him to generate positive change. His dam is a full sib to Full
House. His sons will produce cattle that will go to the rail quicker with less
feed and more profit. We THANK the Newt Huffman and Louie Flores
families and Victor Guerra for investing in this future breed great. A
BIG HEARTY THANKS also goes out to Pine Ridge and BETM
Ranch for investing in $1,250 breeding shares.

A BIG HEARTY THANKS goes out to Olivia
A BIG HEARTY THANKS goes out to Hope and Vela for investing in LMC Delightful sired by
Faith Onstot for investing in LMC BBS Jenna, a Ragin Cajun and a full sib to LMC Miss Diva.
super Ragin Cajun out of the SA Champion and She is the TOTAL package with a great future.
champion producer, BBS Jennie Walker.
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LMC LN 12th Man is the 2012 National Champion
% Bull sired by Ragin Cajun and the herd bull and
champion producer, LMC Mariah’s Dream by
Dream On. MIL GRACIAS to the ten progressive
breeders that bought breeding shares at the LMC
$ellababration. Co-owned with La Negra.

6G Jasmine is a deep bodied, big boned, good
looking Ragin Cajun out of a LMC Doc x LMC
Stamina cow that is being shown by Robert
Stavinoha. We cannot say enough about all of the
volume, bone and Simbrah breed character that
Ragin is adding to his progeny. Try him !!!
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